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Keett awoke when the hand touched her arm. 

“Keett, your turn for watch,” Ane whispered in Keett’s ear. 

Keett let out a tired sigh, then nuzzled Kimba’s hair and squeezed the other woman tight. 

Reluctantly, Keett left Kimba’s worth and sat up, her eyes adjusting to the low firelight. 

“Anything to worry about?” Keett asked Ane as the other woman squatted next to her. 

“Nothing,” Ane cooed as she reached out and touched Keett’s face. “The storm has 

passed, and the moon is a sliver. There will be no moon in a few days.” 

Keett seized Ane’s hand and kissed her palm. “We will go hunting tomorrow night if 

there is no rain.” 

Ane nodded. “My bow will be ready.” 

Keett nodded and stood, letting Ane take her place against Kimba. “Keep her warm.” 

Ane shifted next to Kimba. “I’ll await your turn in my arms.” 

Keett smiled and chuckled. She may not return to sleep tonight, giving up her hours of 

rest so Kimba could sleep a full night. 

“Get some sleep,” Keett instructed the other woman. She put on her dry hides, wrapping 

them around her shoulders and waist. Next, she strapped on her reed sandals, and lastly, she 

grabbed her spear.  

Her first task was to tend the fire. She stirred the coals with a stick and blew on them to 

make them glow. Forming the logs into a teepee, the fire burned bright. Satisfied the fire wasn’t 

going out, her next task was to pee. She didn’t want to do it in the chamber, so she went to the 

entrance and crawling on her belly, navigating the low ceiling of the passage until she was 

outside. 

Standing up, Keett checked her surroundings, listening and watching for anything. The 

rustle of the wind brought the hoot of an owl. Beyond that, the night was still and quiet. Satisfied 

nothing lurked in the dark, Keett made her way down between the rocks jutting out from the 

hillside to a stand of trees. Finding a down log to sit on, she removed the hides around her waist.  

As she went to take a seat, a cold wind blew behind her. Clutching her spear to her, she 

turned around, peering into the darkness, looking for anything. She scanned the trees and bushes, 

but all were still. Maybe it was the owl. Keett turned to sit on the log and found a pair of green 

glowing eyes in front of her. 

Keett thrust her spear into the dark shape in front of her. It let out a cat-like hiss, grabbed 

the spear shaft and pulled, its hands sliding over the razor-sharp flint flakes embedded in the 

wood. Keett pushed the spear deeper, adding a twist. The creature let go of the spear and swiped 

at Keett with hardened claws, tearing through her hides but missing her flesh.  

Pulling on the spear to free it, the creature exploded into a horde of bats that disappeared 

into the night. 

Keett, leaving her hides behind, rushed up the boulder-strewn hillside to the cave 

entrance. As she approached, a stream of dark mist billowed from the narrow opening and 

disappeared into the night.  

Bending down to the entrance, Keett yelled, “Kimba! Ane! Are you alright?” 

“Keett!” was the faint reply from Ane. 



Keett squeezed through the opening, crawling into the darkened interior. The fire was 

out, and Kimba was gone. Ane lay in the back of the chamber, clutching her side.  

“How bad are you hurt?” asked Keett as she searched her pack and bags for the medicinal 

herbs, leaves, and hide stripes she carried. She found the right deer bladder and opened it as she 

knelt next to Ane. Knowing she would need light, she took a small stone lantern—a flat stone 

with a bowl carved into it—from her belt and packed the bowl with deer fat. With her rock and 

flint sparker, she dragged the red rock on the flint, creating sparks. She struck it several times 

until the fat caught fire. 

Placing the lantern on the ground, Keett spread the contents of the medical bag on the 

floor. Keett picked out some moss, yarrow, and rosemary. She put the yarrow and rosemary in 

her mouth and chewed them, creating a pulp. Gently, she lifted Ane’s bloody hand to reveal the 

four deep claw marks in her side. Keett took the pulp from her mouth and placed it in the wounds 

causing Ane to suck in a sharp breath. 

“Relax,” whispered Keett. “It’ll be alright.” 

Using the moss, Keett packed it in the wound to stop the blood from escaping. She took a 

flap of hide and placed it over the wound, then took hide strips and tied them over the wound. 

“I’m sorry I could not protect her,” muttered Ane. “They came through the chimney and 

were everywhere.” 

Keett smiled. “Don’t worry, Ane. We will get Kimba back.” 

“How do we fight such creatures—spirits? My knife cut them, but it did not stop them.” 

Keett stroked her sharpened canine with her tongue. “I noticed the same when I stabbed 

one with my spear. It seems a weapon that would bring down a deer will not bring these spirit 

creatures down—but someone has an idea.” Keett went to the wall painting and tapped the face 

with the green eyes. “When I stabbed the spirit creature, its eyes were glowing green. I think 

these paintings are our guide.” 

“Yes, but what do they mean?” 

“We know they come at night, and the cross drives them back and hurts them. Wood 

through their chest must wound or kill them. I’m not sure what this lump with the lines is, but it 

drives them off.” 

“Something with a strong odor, perhaps.” 

“I know of several plants that have strong odors.” 

“How are we going to find them? Mist leaves no trails.” 

“They must be close by. This strange hut must be what we’re looking for.” Keett pointed 

to the last image of Humans attacking a structure. 

“But how do we know it’s true? That these things will work?” 

Keett shrugged. “We’ve met these spirit creatures and seen what they can do. What 

we’ve known to work in the past didn’t. I say why not give this a try. It may be our only hope of 

saving Kimba.” 

Ane looked at the ground. “If she’s not already dead. Why did they not take us?” 

“Maybe they thought they killed us or maybe because we fought back. This picture 

shows them eating a Human. I won’t let that happen to me. Like I said, when we left the 

Gun’at’a, I would rather die trying to survive than live a life of servitude. I will die fighting these 

creatures trying to save Kimba. If you want to leave at sunlight, I understand.” 

Ane shook her head fiercely. “No. I will stay and fight. We have come this far—together. 

If we should die, it should be together.” 

“Then rest. I will go out and gather what we need.” 



Ane raised an eyebrow. “Without your hides? Not that I am complaining.” 

Keett laughed at her nakedness. “They’re outside. Rest. I will return before dawn.” 

 

*** 

 

Keett scraped away the soil around the ramsons stem. The white flowers on top were just 

beginning to open, but Keett wasn’t interested in flowers. She wanted the bulbous mass hidden 

under the ground. Throughout the night, she had gathered several plants that she knew had an 

odor, but none were as pungent as the ramsons.  

Using her rock, she loosened the soil around the plant, digging a few inches below the 

stem until she reached a white mass. Setting her rock aside, she used her fingers to expose the 

bulbous root. Gently, she lifted the plant root from the soil, careful not to damage it. The 

ramsons smelled fine until you split open the root, then its odor was worse than a skunk. 

Knocking the remainder of the soil from the bulb, she used her spear tip to cut the stem 

from the root. Examining her find in the dim light and finding it intact, she put it in a pouch 

under her hides. She wasn’t sure how to use it against the spirit creatures, but her idea was to 

string the cloves of the ramsons and other plants on a necklace. 

She’d gathered a bundle of sticks to be sharpened into spikes or tied together to make 

crosses. She carried her finds back to the game trail that ran inside the woods. It was a good 

position that allowed her to remain concealed while watching the valley below. Her last task of 

the night was to find the structure housing the spirit creatures. From the depiction in the cave, it 

was not made out of hide or reed but from a material that allowed straight, tall walls with a 

peaked roof. A structure like that should be easy to spot against natural surroundings. 

Keett’s goal for the night was to follow the game trail in hopes of finding a high point to 

survey the surrounding landscape. A hoot made Keett freeze. Slowly, she looked around for 

anything that could have startled the owl. When it hooted again, she looked left and saw the bird 

gliding between the trees, to come to rest on the branch of a tree. Its large golden eyes looked at 

her, then it rotated its head, so its eyes were stacked on top of each other. It hooted again through 

the chilly night air. 

Keett had never seen an owl act like this, but she knew creatures of the night could see 

and track spirits. “Are you here to help me?” 

The owl straightened its head and fluffed its feathers. It turned on the branch and bobbed 

its head. With a hoot that reverberated through the forest, it took off. 

Keett hurried after it. It must know where the spirit creatures are. She hurried through the 

forest, running around and through bushes trying to keep pace with the night bird. The path led 

deep into the woods. A place Keett would not normally venture alone. All manner of spirits, 

demons, and large creatures lived here. 

Pushing between two large bushes, Keett splashed into a creek. Wading through the icy 

water, she slipped on a rock. Jamming the butt of her spear into the water, she turned her fall into 

a twirl and dashed up the side of the muddy bank. 

A hoot drew her attention. Her guide was waiting on a branch above her. Seeing Keett 

reach the bird’s tree, it took flight again into a stand of trees so large Keett couldn’t see the 

branches. 

She slowed for a moment to admire the gigantic trees. She guessed it would take a whole 

tribe stretching hand-in-hand to reach around the base of one. The large tree roots stuck out of 

the ground creating a hazard to Keett’s fast travel.  



One root seemed to reach up and trip Keett. Using her spear to control her fall, her 

tumble became a roll back to her feet, not letting her miss a step behind the owl.  

The night bird glided between the mammoth trees showing Keett the way up a rocky 

raven. Through the trees, Keett could see the splinter of a moon just above the horizon. Dawn 

will be coming soon. We must be close. 

The owl circled among the trees of the ravine before landing on a normal-sized tree’s 

branch. Keett reached the top of the boulder-strewn raven and studied the forest below. Only 

trees and underbrush were visible. 

She looked up at the waiting owl and said, “What are you trying to show me? Where is 

the spirit creature dwelling?” 

The owl hooted and hopped up several branches. It twisted its neck around to look at 

Keett. 

“Are you playing with me, bird?” 

The owl hooted and hopped around on its branch before looking out across the forest. 

“Hmm, maybe I need a new perspective.” Leaning her spear and gathered supplies 

against the tree, Keett jumped and caught a branch. 

She pulled herself up, climbing between limbs until she reached the owl’s perch. The bird 

hooted and flew away, leaving Keett standing on its branch while she hugged the tree. I’m 

beginning to think this was a bird trick. 

Keett turned on the branch, keeping a hand on the trunk, to look out over the forest. 

Through the trees canopy, she saw a shadowy peeked roof. It wasn’t far, down the hill among a 

group of fir trees. 

Stepping off the branch, she twisted and caught the branch briefly before letting her 

hands slide off and fall. She did the same for the next branch, controlling her descent until 

landing in a crouch. Standing, she retrieved her spear and bundle and trotted down the slope 

toward the stand of firs. 
 


